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NEWSLETTER No 26.

November 1970.

And so the club enters its seventh year with probably the strongest contingent of cavers that it has ever
started a year with. Always assuming, of course, that most will rejoin. Membership of the club has always
been around the 45 mark at the end of any year but an average, we tend to lose about 15 of these when they
do not rejoin. In past years we have not been unhappy to unload some of the dead wood but this year it
would be a pity if we lost any of the present members. The telling figure is the membership list at the end
of January when the 3 month period for the payment of subscriptions runs out.
Membership subscriptions are now due for 1970 / 71 and are as last year, 15/- for over 18’s and 7/6 for 16
to 18’s.
It seems likely that these figures will have to be increased for next year as the clubs income only just
balances it’s outgoings. Or can you think up some fund raising ideas ?
It is also likely that within the next two months, a proposal will be made to allow joint membership of the
club for husbands and wife at a reduced rate. If you are in the position of being interested in joint
membership, it might be worthwhile paying your fees later when the proposal has been considered. For
single members that might object, the thinking behind the proposal is that we would save on the number of
newsletters required - and they cost money - and we also might entice a number of wives into the club that
otherwise would not join. Think on it.
Work has been proceeding steadily in the new room at the Butchers and the electric light should be in soon.
We urgently require new floorboards and anyone with a possible supply of new or second hand boards
should make himself or herself known. The room is bone dry and will make an ideal storage and working
room. Plans are also afoot to start a small club museum. Drop in sometime on a Wednesday evening but if
you do bring a broom.
John Elliott and Roger Solari took a large number of colour slides on their 3 month stay in the Pyrenees this
summer. These they hope to show together with a talk on their exploits at the December meeting of the
club. If you want to see why neither of them got a suntan in the three months, come along that night. Non
club members are always welcome at club meetings of course.
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ODDS AND SODS FROM THE FOREST
Oakwood Mill Deep Level is providing most of the attraction in the Forest at the moment. The abnormally
low water levels in the limestone ( the lowest for 5 years ) have enabled cavers to reach parts of the mine
normally flooded. For a full description of work and discoveries so far, see Ian Standings article at the end
of the newsletter.
A rival attraction for a small number is Dunderhole. Work has been proceeding slowly over a period of
three years without much improvement on the initial gains but it has now been decided to put in some effort
on what is the longest cave in the Forest - all 260 ft of it. See article on Dunderhole later in newsletter and
survey.
The much lower water levels have meant that parts of Wigpool and New Dun are accessible again. New
Dun third landing is dry and the bottom of the shaft can be reached quite easily. For those interested in
mineral collections, the lower reaches of Dun contain some of the best Calcite and Dolomite crystals and
may be under water again for another 5 years.
Wigpool bottom level has also dried out and the round trip from Steam Hole to Sway Hole via Pit Bottom
is possible again. Two pieces of unfinished work in Wigpool may interest some, ie, a trip to the bottom of
the shaft to see if it is clear and open and a swim along the back flooded passage to see if Columbus Pit can
be reached that way. Both are wet suit trips which makes the route in and out uncomfortable but both
would be first time trips. The trip to shaft bottom wasn’t done last time the mine was dry, partly from lack
of wet suits but mainly due to the amount of sewage in the water, this shouldn’t be the case now as the
sewage should no longer be going down the shaft.
On the subject of Wig pool - some thieve has taken the Men and Boys sign from the third level. It has been
taken within the last month so please would everyone keep an eye open for both sign and thieves. The sign
has been there ever since we opened the mine and I suppose we just assumed it would always be there. It
makes our club museum project all the more important.
Some work has been restarted on another of the Forests natural caves - Hoarthorn Wood swallet. When the
floods blocked the entrance, the cave was 102 ft deep with a vertical pitch of 85 ft. A trial dig some
months ago didn’t get anywhere but now Roger Solari and Malcolm have dug through into a new mud
chamber over the top of the old shaft.
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More work is needed and a decision needs to be made as to whether to open the old shaft or to look for the
second shaft that must exist. The second shaft is known to exist as originally the swallet did not go down
the cavers entrance but appeared at the bottom of the shaft over 85 ft down.
Edwards transport at Lydbrook opened what appeared to be a mine entrance while bull-dozing a new car
park. John, Di and I looked at it last month and, although it isn’t a mine it is still quite interesting. It would
appear that the LYD was dammed at this point and operated an overshot water wheel of about 10 ft
diameter. The present stream is culverted under the car park. What first appeared to be a mine entrance
turned out to be a small culvert that apparently took water from the dam and led it into some works.
It is not easy to see why the dam was required or the culvert, but from the vast amount of cinders and slag,
it could easily have been a forge. Has anyone access to old parish maps of Lydbrook as they may show
what works were originally there.

ODDS AND SODS OUT OF THE FOREST
As a lot of you will have heard, Porth-yr-Ogof has claimed another victim. Last month a member of a
party from Surrey drowned in the resurgence pool inside the cave. It is not known exactly what happened
but he makes the fourth death in the cave. And all from drowning.
There was a further drowning when a caver was drowned in Keld head resurgence while aqua lunging .
The circumstances here were a bit unusual too as the caver was on his own with only his girlfriend as
support and it was the first time he had dived. The visibility in the sump was down to one foot and his
girlfriend called the Police when he did not return after 30 minutes underwater. It seems likely that he ran
out of air.
The latest Wessex Caving Club Journal No 131 reports the finding and exploration of what is probably the
third deepest cave in the world. This is the Gouffre Lonne-Peyre and exploration is continuing.
This years National Caving Association meeting was held in Somerset and at last some positive action is
beginning to come. A committee of cavers from all regions is to be set up to deal with problems of
conservation and other work may result in a cheap, useful insurance policy for cavers.
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RECENT ADDITONS TO THE LIBRARY
DESCENT No 14 October 1970
The Essentials of Surveying Part II
An Americans view of British Caving
General Caving News
Luckless, Lightless and Lost - Jim Eyre
ORPHEUS C C Newsletter Vol 6 No 9
Trip reports on Oxlow. Gautries Hole
Hillocks Mine. Jackpot. Water Icicle Mine
Easgill via County Pot. County Pot - Lancaster.
C R G Newsletter No 22 Sept 1970
Gouffre Berger 1970
Errors caused by steel close to the compass
1970 Expedition to Grotta di monte Cucco
C R G Newsletter No 123 Oct 1970
Officers Reports for 1970
Officers and Committee for 1970
PLYMOUTH CAVING GROUP NEWSLETTER
New Committee
1969 Yugoslavian Expedition
Phoenix United Mine
Japanese Speleology
PORTSMOUTH POLYTECHNIC C C JOURNAL 1969 / 1970 ( Poggle )
Club Meets 69 / 70
Club Digs
The Mendips
Lighting Equipment
SPELEOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS by B S A. Abstracts Service
This lists in a carefully indexed order the contents of caving publications for 1967, the
latest year available. Hence all the major discoveries of that year together with the
appropriate references, are listed.
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PAST TRIPS
Sunday 4th October. Little Neath River Cave.
A party of six did Little Neath fairly thoroughly omitting only Exodus passage as far as Sump II.
Sunday 12th October. Cave Rescue Practice - Bream Scowles.
The rescue practice in the Devils Chapel area went quite smoothly and the casualty was out in a
about three hours. A surprising aspect of this rescue was the embarrassingly large number of
people that turned up. In the afternoon a fairly number went to look at the recently dried out sections of
Oakwood Mill Land Level.
Sat / Sun - 17th / 18th October. Yorkshire weekend.
A party of 11 went for the arranged trip to Disappointment Pot. See John Elliott’s account.
Sunday was spent recovering.

FUTURE TRIPS
The meets list is short until we get the new meets sec’ working, but this coming month we have
two good trips on.
Sunday 8th November - August Longwood.
Details to be arranged with John Elliott
Sunday 22nd November - Llangattock Day Trip - or :Ogof-y-Darren Cilau - for those that want a good trip and haven’t heard about this cave.
Or :- Eglwys - for those that want to go caving but have heard about Darren Cilau.
Meet as for an Agen Allwed Trip.
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DUNDERHOLE

NGR SO601195

ALTITUDE 400 FT OD

Work started in Dunder-Hole before Xmas 1966 ( yes it was that long ago ) following a trip to Laurence
Bailey from a friend. The hole appears to be a Swallet taking water from a surface stream via a number of
small sinks in the stream bed. It was also obvious that the swallet took water directly from the stream
under flood conditions. Digging started after as much of the stream water as possible had been dammed
off.
Inquiries in the local pub - where we went purely to make enquiries - threw up an abundance of stories by
the locals. Apparently the stream used to sink into the swallet itself making such a noise that it kept locals
awake at night. A public footpath does or did run by the hole and the locals warned the kids about dangers
of falling into the hole and disappearing forever. Some elementary water tracing had been done by putting
chopped straw down the hole but the resurgence was not discovered and we still do not know it.
Digging originally started by going straight in but it became more and more difficult to keep a mud sump
clear and keep a reasonable breathing space. The dig at this time was characterised by the extreme
muddiness and the extreme cold.
Once you got people to Dunderhole there was no problem in persuading them to dig as it was considerably
warmer in the mud of the cave than the outside air.
We slowly became aware of the fact that somewhere in the distant parts of the cave we could hear a deep
thunder of running water. This, plus a water divining survey caused us to change the direction of the dig
and concentrate on a small rift to the right of the old dig. Quite a lot of blasting was needed to open up the
small rift but work proceeded quite rapidly and eventually the source of the water noise was reached. This,
of course, turned out to be disappointingly small but large enough to add a complication to the already
small passage. For instance, the Rat Run was not passed initially because there was just nor enough room
for both body and water. Eventually Roger Solari disappeared down it and the rest followed. At that time
there was enough water in the hole to make the trip back through duck II quite interesting.
Present work consists of blasting at the end of the cave to try and open it up. Prospects look quite good and
fingers are crossed to hope for another feeder stream that will enlarge the onward passage. Total length at
present is around 260 ft.
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YORKSHIRE WEEKEND 17TH / 18TH OCTOBER
Saturday 17th Oct.

Disappointment Pot

John Elliott

Roger Solari’s team had set off to ladder the Pot then visit the Far Country and our team of Mike Bridgman
( GSS ) Morris Febry ( GSS ) Ken Faull, Pete Brown and myself set off to follow them down about an
hour later.
We left the cars at Crummock. The walk across the moors to Dis is about 2 ½ miles and the size of the
moors seemed to surprise our party. A look at G G and into the Pot. About 1 ½ hours of pleasant ( ? )
caving and we were in Henslers Stream passage and then crawling, slithering etc, to the bottom of Bar Pot.
We then journeyed to the Main Chamber and looked at Mud Hall. Here we pulled some stuff from my bag
which we ate. It didn’t resemble food in any way.
We returned via the amphibian wetter crawl, meeting the others at the bottom of the 45 ft pitch. They left
us to de-tackle and this was accomplished without incident.
We had been underground for 7 ½ hours but not only was it dark but raining and very misty ( viz 10 ft ) We
located G G and made a beeline for Bar Pot. However, certain creatures though I was walking in circles
and proceeded to make sure we did. Somewhere on route we corned a pheasant ( we were more scared
than he was ) who flew at Morris and knocked him down - we sighted a hedgehog ( who escaped ) and
found a wall. This gave us shelter from the wind and also something to follow. On our second rest beneath
a wall having given up all thoughts of boozing in the Crown, we were pleasantly discussing how big this
lovely moor was ( among other things ) when we heard a car. All thoughts of a lingering death vanished
and we were off along our wall again. However, it terminated abruptly in a black void. We managed to
descend this and got below cloud level, still with no idea where we were. After nearly being savaged by
two ferocious bulls who seemed upset about something, we arrived on a track which I recognised as Long
Lane. We trooped down into Clapham at 10.45 pm and quickly pooled our money. Ken had brought 2
shillings to buy post cards down in G G Main Chamber ( what rotten sod told him that ) so we headed for
the Golden Lion.
Here we found a caver in warm dry clothing who took Ken’s money to get us a drink. He returned with six
bottles of cider - a trick I have not been able to repeat. He offered us a lift back to our cars AFTER he had
finished boozing ( a true caver ) .

cont
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Pete can probably claim to be the only person who nearly died of exposure on the steps of the Golden Lion.
We eventually reunited with our cars after an absence of 12 ½ hours.
I would like to thank all the kind people who have donated compasses to me since the incident.
John Elliott.

STILL USING CARBIDE ?
The Citizen of 2nd November has the following report :Fireman at Frostburg, Maryland, are trying to extinguish an underground fire which was started by a miners
lamp in 1915.
The fire, which has already cost the U S Bureau of Mines millions of dollars to control, has burned to
within 2,000 ft of the City of Wilkes - Barre, Pennsylvania.
Another good reason for going electric.

WHO’s - WHO
Who got lost in Oakwood ?
Who said it was more severe than severe
Who went fell walking ?
Who tried to book Aggie ?
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GLOUCESTERSHIRE CAVE RESCUE GROUP
DATES AND NEWS

Friday 27th November

Buffet Dance - White Hart
Cinderford.
Tickets 16/6d

Wednesday 2nd December

Trip for F O D ladies Circle.
Meet 7.30 pm at Coleford Police
Station. Trip around Old Bow in
For donation of inflatable splints.

PRACTICE MEETS FOR NEXT YEAR
Sunday - 10th January

Sunday - 18th April

Sunday - 11th July

Sunday - 10th October.

RESCUE NEWS AND ACTIVITIES - John Court - Information Officer.
The A G M in may brought an upsurge of cave rescue activity. On the night prior to the meeting there was
a call-out at 00.30 hrs to a camp site immediately below Symonds Yat rock. A very good attendance
resulted with 9 ( mainly F O D members ) within the first hour and approx 30 within 2 hours.
Fortunately for the G C R G there was very little for us to do, members of the Coleford, Ross and Newent
fire brigades, having attended to the casualty, had him half way up an 80 ft slope by the time we arrived.
The casualty was a visiting climber who, whilst searching for a convenient place to relieve nocturnal
pressures, had found an unscheduled V. Diff, climb hiding behind an oak tree.
His injuries - broken legs, arm and jaw. The only blank spot for G C R G in this call-out was that the
ambulance failed to make it up Berry Hill and had to be abandoned. Fuel pipe problems are now cured
although there are still some rust flakes getting to the carburettor.

cont
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The majority of G C R G members managed to wake up in time for the A G M when the following
committee were voted in : Secretary
Treasurer
Tackle Officer
Information Officer
Additional Members

Derek Appleing
Laurie Gage
Malcolm Sterry
John Court
Tony Day
Andy Solari

One of the main decisions made at the A G M was to abolish the 5/- subscription fee, which enabled a
number of people, whose financial principles were stronger than their desire to provide a voluntary service,
to rejoin the group.
However, this does mean that the group is now entirely dependant on donations and, with the late arrival of
Xmas cards and catalogues, funds could be at a low ebb in the near future.
If you believe, as I do, that a cave rescue group is necessary for Gloucestershire and have not yet made a
donation, please do so. Any of the G C R G will be pleased to pass monies to the treasurer.
Back to events - On Monday following the A G M the group were put on a stand-by call-out at 16.30. A
pair of cavers were overdue in Ogof Agen Allwed ( Aggie - to those who can’t pronounce Welsh names )
and a search was being carried out . Both men were found -lightless-beyond the 2nd boulder choke and
finally emerged 56 hours after going underground. The call-out was stood down at 18.30.
A memorable ( ? ) rescue took place on Sunday ( starting Saturday ) 12th July with a Police assisted callout being originated at 23.00 hrs for a cave at Uley near Dursley. A good turn out resulted , and, after
strenuous activity, the casualty was brought to grass at approx 05.00 hrs. Some of us didn’t realise that in
fact a practice rescue until the end and this probably saved Derek being scragged since most of us were too
shattered to even tidy up equipment. The rescue practice scheduled for the Sunday was cancelled by
popular demand.
Notable feats on this rescue were the superb driving of Ken Faull and Andy Solari who managed to coax
the ambulance to Uley AND back. Ken had never driven the ambulance before when he took it over ( its
doubtful - no certain - that he won’t volunteer for driving duty again ) . Andy coaxed a square tyre and
missing engine home.
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The rescue practice at Bream Scowles ( Devils Chapel ) on Sunday 11th October was fairly successful - we
actually got the casualty out in reasonable time although a number of important organisational failings were
noted.
Current projects being carried out by the committee include a redesigned stretcher and attempts to persuade
someone into financing a new ambulance.
The inflatable splints donated by the Forest of dean ladies circle have at last been received. Those of us
that attended the First Aid lectures ably given by Dr John Rocyn-Jones in June should remember how to
use these splints - if in doubt revive your memories at the earliest opportunity.
Finally - if you are not a member of G C R G and would like to join - or if you have changed address, job
or vehicle since you last filled in a cave rescue form, please contact me - John Court - for a form. I am in
the process of up-dating the call-out list so please make this a priority.
Remember, the next time that G C R G is called out you may be the casualty - so support the group both
physically and financially - for YOUR own sake.

A SHORT SPIEL ON CAVE RESCUE
Malcolm Sterry - Tackle Officer.
Those who attended the cave rescue incident at Uley and the last cave rescue practice may well ask “ what
do we propose to use as a stretcher for these practices or indeed any accidents that might arise “ ? The
condition of the present stretcher - carrying sheet - was the subject of concern at a recent G C R G
committee meeting. Steps are now in hand to make a new stretcher based on the modification of the
existing Neil - Robertson and a metal frame ( as used by C R O ‘s in other areas ) . Derek Appleing is
modifying the webbing etc, on the Neil - Robertson and we are waiting for the quote from an engineering
firm for the construction of the frame.
Further inadequacies were also discussed at the last committee meeting - the main dissatisfaction being the
performance ( or non performance ) of the ambulance and Laurie Gage, the treasurer, is looking into this
matter.
In view of the volume of grunting noises made by critics of the call-out system, it would perhaps be
interesting to compare our system to that used by other C R O ‘s. Three members of the committee namely
Messrs Appleing, Day and Gage attended the recent National C R O conference where various systems
were discussed.
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Two interesting systems that arose were - No 1 - Separated team call-outs ( self explanatory ) and
No 2 - Call-out by block telephoning.
The latter system appears very efficient since, with the co-operation of the G P O the rescuer No 1 telephones the exchange giving numerous telephone numbers. The operator contacts all the numbers and
holds them until No 1 is ready to speak to them. In this way No 1 only telephones once. This could be an
interesting talking point at a club meeting - Cue.
It is felt by the G C R G committee that the clubs ie, and R F D C C ar3e in a better position to organise
basic rescue training than the G C R G and one would hope that this too could be discussed at club
meetings. It is interesting to note that G S S have a rescue officer and do some group practice. Perhaps it is
time that R F D C C considered this . ( Let battle commence )
Back to more earthy things. Yes the G C R G tackle is dirty with the exception of the inflatable splints
which we now have in the ambulance ( not for practice underground ) . These were recently donated by the
F O D ladies Circle ( Merci Beaucoup ) as J V E would say. How about some volunteers to help clean up
?

Cave Rescue Group Xmas cards are now available.
Get your orders in now by contacting Andy Solari
Or John Court.
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THE OAKWOOD MILL LAND LEVEL
By I J Standing.
Topography and Geology
In the Bream area the Oakwood valley runs northwest towards its origin at Sling and Clements End.
The outcrop of the crease limestone runs nearly parallel to it on the southwesterly side, eventually crossing
the valley and continuing up towards Clays Farm.
The dip is about 30 degrees northeast. Iron ore was worked in several places along the crop, mostly from
churns aligned along the S W / N E joints and inclined with the dip.
In ancient times water levels would have prevented deep working - probably not any lower than 400 ft OD.
At some time - certainly prior to 1835 - an adit was driven from the Oakwood valley to the crease
limestone which it hit at an altitude of 375 ft OD. A level, known as the 375 ft level was then driven for
about 1000 ft southeast and 3300 ft northwest. This allowed drainage for everything above 375 ft OD and
easy exit for ore. Workings were carried to the deep of the level as far as water levels would allow.
Lower down the Oakwood valley, a similar scheme at a lower altitude was carried out with the Oakwood
Mill Deep level.
In the adjoining China Engine Gale, the China Engine Pit was sunk to the crease, which it hit at about 235
ft OD. Again, levels were driven along the crease for about 1700 ft to the northwest and 2900 ft to the
southeast. Eight large ore bodies were worked up dip to connect with the workings of Oakwood Mill Land
Level. The China Engine level was known as the 235 ft level. By pumping water at China Engine Pit, the
crease limestone from Noxon Park at 500 ft OD to below the 235 ft level would have been un-watered, and,
when the mines were working, it would have been possible to reach the 235 ft level from old crop workings
in Noxon Park.
One further shaft was sunk in an attempt to get still further beneath the 235 ft level. This was the Princess
Louise Shaft which failed to reach the crease limestone at 600 ft depth. Whether this was due to not going
deep enough or to the Oakwood Bottom fault affecting the expected depth of the crease, I do not know.
Other workings in the immediate vicinity include the New China Level which was in yet another gale. At
present, little is known about this by cavers and needs looking into. It is shown on the Sopwith plan.
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The previous details will be readily understood if the diagrammatic section across the valley is studied
together with the part of Sopwiths plan which is reproduced.
Today, water levels seem to show a progressive rise as one goes up the Oakwood valley. Although I have
not measured them, I estimate from observation that in August 1970 the differences were illustrated by the
table below.
Oakwood Mill Deep Level - 335 feet above OD.
Oakwood Mill Land Level - southern end - 360 feet above OD.
Oakwood Mill Land Level - Adit junction - 370 feet above OD
Crop workings near China Engine Pit - 400 feet above OD
Some serious mapping and measuring of the water levels would be useful.

HISTORY OF MINING
No real research has been done as yet on the mining details. Below is a brief sketch of what is available
from Sopwith, Sibley and Trotter, plus observations.
Sopwith’s plan of 1835 shows the Land Level to be well developed with some 1700 ft of the 375 ft level
northwest of the adit in existence, together with the southern 1000 ft. This means that the remaining 1600
ft of the N W limb were driven between 1835 and 1892 when the mine shut. Princess Louise Shaft is not
shown and presumably postdates the plan. China Engine Pit is shown but the 235 ft level is not.
In 1841 the Dean Forest Mining Commissioners awarded China Engine gale to William Montague of
Gloucester and John James of Lydney as lessees of George Stephens, free miner. In the same award, David
Mushet was granted the Oakwood Mill Land Level as lessees of John Hawkins, free miner.
The total output between 1841 and 1892 was estimated by Sibly to be in excess of 300,000 tons. To this
must be added the amount won by the crop working in Noxon Park - an exempted land within the Forest and ore won prior to the award.
The adit was reported blocked by Sibly in 1927. The 1922 25 inch map shows two slumps above the adit
portal.

EXPLORATION OF THE LAND LEVEL AND ITS PRESENT STATE
Early in this summer, John Elliott took me to see the Oakwood Mill Deep Level which was opened up by
the club last year. Two things impressed me - firstly the mine itself being so different from the Ham Dunn type and secondly the very good condition of the place.
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Later, studying plans of the area, I realised the potential of the Land Level as no serious attempt seemed to
have been made to find it.
Work began in July, mainly by John and myself. The adit was located and found to be blocked by falls
some 30 ft from the portal. We looked over parts of the surface and our first underground attempt was
from crop workings beyond the big collapse in Noxon Park. We explored some magnificent churns which,
judging by the evidence, had not seen humans virtually since miners left. We failed to find the Level,
being stopped by a large fall and water. The party included John Elliott, Roger Bailey, Colin Clements and
myself. We were all impressed with what we saw.
The following week saw a vast party at Bream Tufts. One group left to try and explore northwest from the
Deep Level without success. The other group selected the nearest crop working to gale stone M 33 to try
and reach the 375 ft level in the neighbourhood of where the adit joined it. Again we explored what have
come to be known as Noxon type churns and we caught sight of what we knew must be the level. Under
water we could see a large masonry structure not made of deads but dressed stone ( later found to be grey
sandstone ) .
It was christened the Jetty. We realised we would have to wait for the water to drop at least 15 - 20 ft.
A fortnight later saw the numbers down by three - John Elliott, John Randles ( BSA ) and myself. Failing
to find the Jetty entrance, we went down another and explored the usual vast Noxon type workings down to
the water. We realised we must have been very close to the level - later explorations showed that we could
probably have waded along it.
Towards the end of August, Dave Parker and myself returned to the same place. There was the Level, dry
and open. We explored NW for 200 ft trying hard to get past the fall, and, failing to do so, we explored
some 600 ft to the SE end, climbing the shaft and gaining the surface. At last we felt we were in. Later we
learnt in the Butchers that several members had been there before - but had failed to realise that it was the
375 ft level.
The following week I could find no one to cave with so I went alone. Unable to find the Jetty entrance, I
went to the site of our first trip and got down to the fall. Then, one by one, my three lights went out or
refused to work. Very fed up I returned to the surface - just in time to meet Ken, Colin and John Berry.
Borrowing a further lamp ( which also went out ) I joined them. Ken located Jetty entrance and a few
minutes later we were on the 375 ft level north of the big fall which had stopped us the week before.
Firstly we explored to the southeast and found the adit coming in. Water flowed from it instead of the other
way round. A shallow paddle led us to a fall some 170 ft towards the valley.
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Along the level to the northwest we turned a corner to find a bridge made of rusty rails over a water filled
rift. Beyond and to the right was the masonry of the Jetty - looking even more like one now with the water
lapping it. To the left of the Jetty was more finely made masonry enclosing a circular water filled space.
Superb Helictites abounded, being all the more remarkable as they may have formed from the mortar when
under water. We explored along the Level to the inevitable fall. Ken dug and it went. We found ourselves
at the bottom of the Noxon big collapse - another place where cavers had been before.
The following fortnight saw the numbers well up again. Roger Solari and I surveyed the Jetty section which showed nearly 500 ft of the 375 ft level plus workings. Ken and John Elliott dug the fall in the adit
for the second time and got through only to have their exit cut off by further falls. They paced a further 500
ft of adit with a side passage. The following week saw us back in the section north of Noxon big collapse
but finding only a short section of level. Since then the southern section has been surveyed.
The Wednesday before going to press ( 28th Oct ) saw exploration being carried out below water level by
divers and a further 800 ft of the 375 ft level being found by Roger Solari and myself to the northwest than
before. We surveyed it but there is a great deal of further exploration of workings to be done.
We calculate that there is still some 1500 ft of level to be located to the northwest of our latest point plus
workings.
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